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Boston Marathon. USA. 2013. 

“My Love Answer Me…” traces a multi-faceted portrait of humanity in its 
defining moments and our consumption of it through the digital media. 

Made out of real footage from passerby and surveillance cameras from scenes 
prior to terrorist attacks in different parts of the world, “My Love Answer 
Me...” is a multi-channel and audio video installation created by multi-media artist 
Elinor Milchan and singer/songwriter Keren Ann Zeidel. “My Love Answer 
Me...” presents a slow premonition of daily moments before it all goes to pieces, 
and the inevitable changes and questions, that follow. 

Upon entering a dark room, the viewer finds himself engulfed in imagery that he 
has most probably seen before on his computer, plasma or cellphone screens. 
He/she finds himself facing a fragmented narrative, in which each one of those 
individuals advances inexorably towards the end, as in a long and very slow 
countdown. The viewer is brought at a crossroads between the knowledge of what 
lies ahead and what is actually happening; the actual experience in contrast to the 
imagined narrative that he/she is driven to complete. 

The impending drama is largely suggested by the score and sound composed by 
Keren Ann, and the voice of Gill Hicks, globally known as a prominent speaker 
amid her survival of the London terrorist bombings on July 7, 2005. She was the 
last living victim rescued and was initially not expected to live. When she was 
admitted to St Thomas' Hospital without a name, identified only as "One 
Unknown", both her legs were amputated below the knee. But since, she has 
founded the London-based not-for-profit M.A.D for Peace and has become a 
motivational speaker, author, curator, and trustee for several cultural 
organizations.  



The footage is a mosaic of excerpts taken from multiple sources and events that 
happened throughout this millennium. Sources include CCTV footage, Getty and 
CNN images, personal video recordings from witnesses, and journalistic pieces 
including 9/11, the Lorry Attack in Jerusalem, the Westgate mall in Nairobi, The 
Eagles of Death concert at the Bataclan in Paris, Ariana Grande concert in 
Manchester, the promenade in Nice…. all excerpts of daily moments and 
celebrations. The main central screen is footage from the Boston Marathon race of 
April 15, 2013, a true allegory to our western world state of mind, where each is 
running on his own to make more, own more, consume more and faster... 

Each screen contains a single unnamed location and event, and lets the viewer 
wonder from screen to screen throughout the very slow-motion footage. Instead of 
quickly facing, or facing away from, the horror as he usually does in the everyday 
media, the viewer finds himself enabled to dive in each human’s life, movements, 
and minute details, and brush upon the humanity and fragile condition of life. 

“My Love Answer Me...” ponders upon the widespread effect of these terror 
attacks – as a psychologically disturbing visual which infiltrates the individual's 
consciousness, as most people have never and will never actually witnessed a 
terror attack first hand. It also brings the viewer to a state of meditation about life, 
its breaking point, the fear of its end and the knowledge that none of us can master 
its outcome, nor fully piece together a fractured and irreconcilable society. 

The title of the project, “My Love Answer Me...”, stems from a mother’s text 
message to her son, while trying to reach him after the Lorry attack in Jerusalem 
when a truck drove into a crowd of soldiers on January 8th, 2017. 

Similarly to Milchan’s previous projects, “My Love Answer Me...” explores ideas 
of vulnerability and volatile experiences. Her works touch upon elemental human 
traits, hopes and fears and call for a communicative approach of shared experience 
and compassion. 

The victims are no longer here, save in the memory of those who loved and 
cherished them. And for us, witnesses of their digital existence and experience, 
what remains is the knowledge of their absence. Facing this mosaic of attacks 
pulsed by a survivor’s voice and experience, one is bound to question oneself 
about his own individual life and every day responsibility to connect actively and 
globally in order to promote, encourage and nourish Peace.  
 
 
 
Rough Cut of selected video panels: https://vimeo.com/263830903 
Password: MYLOVEANSWERME  



 

 

 

SELECTED VIDEO STILLS 

 

 
   Boston Marathon. Boston, USA. 2013. 

 
 
 



   
   Ariana Grande Concert. Manchester, England. 20017.  
 
 

 

 Eagles of Death, Bataclan. Paris, France. 2015. 
 



 

Westgate Mall, Nairobi. Kenya. 2013. 
 

    
9/11. New York, USA. 2001.  



  
 Lorry Attack, Jerusalem. Israel. 2017. 

 

 

 

 Fete Nationale. Nice, France. 2016. 



 
 
 

 
Installation View of selected panels 
 
 

TECHNICAL SUMMARY* 

 

Concept and Visual Creation: Elinor Milchan 	
Music/Sound: Keren Ann 	
Narration: Gill Hicks 	
Installation: In a dark room, one large wall with one central projection from 
the Boston Marathon attack, surrounded with 10 to 18 plasma and digital 
video screens of different sizes and shapes. In addition: Computers for 
synching, speakers for sound and music.  
Duration: 5-6 minutes  
 

 
*Note: selected video segments are coming from archives for which video usage 
rights need to be acquired. Others, such as CCTV footage, personal footage and 
journalistic archives have already received the permission to be used. Selected 
youtube footage will be used according to the law of fair use, and all footage no 
matter the source will be given appropriate credits. Attempts to contact youtube 
users and posters are and will be done accordingly. 
 



PROJECT PRODUCTION TIMELINE: 12 MONTHS 

 

Pre-production: total 9 months  
Funding: 6 to 9 months 	
Research: 6 months 	
Rights acquisition: 3 weeks 	
Post- production: total 3 months  
Editing: 2 months  
Post-production/visual effects: 1 month  
Music / sound: 3 weeks  
Installation: 3 weeks  
Equipment research/allocation: 3 weeks 	
Syncing of all material (including video specs/ sound/music): 2 weeks  

 

 

BIOGRAPHY 
 
 

Elinor Milchan  
Elinor Milchan is a self-taught photographer and video artist that has exhibited 
internationally. Selected exhibitions include the Tel Aviv Museum of Art, White 
Box Gallery NYC, FIAC art fair in Paris, Times Square, Paul Rodgers 9 gallery in 
New York and Alon Segev Gallery in Tel Aviv. Her exhibitions and work have 
been featured and reviewed in various international art publications such as Art in 
Art America, and included in contemporary art auctions such as Sotheby’s, 
Christie’s and Phillips de Pury. Her work is included in many private and public 
collections, including the Tel Aviv Museum, and has received support for public 
art collaborations and installations by the likes of corporations such as MTV, 
JPMorgan/Chase, NewsCorp/20th Century Fox, Leaf,Bezalel, UBS, Credit Suisse, 
Silverstein Properties, BCRE-US and Africa-Israel. She has created numerous 
special projects including live video performances with an orchestra, temporary 
and permanent public installations both in the States and abroad. She has taught at 
the Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design in Jerusalem, published three books and 
is publishing her second children book in June. Milchan is the co-founder of 
Artea Projects, a co-curating public art projects in various locations in NYC.  
 
 



 
 
Keren Ann Zeidel  
Singer-songwriter, composer, sound designer and producer Keren Ann Zeidel has 
released seven solo albums up to date: "You're Gonna Get Love"(2016), "101" 
(2011), "Keren Ann" (2007), "Nolita" (2005), "Not Going Anywhere"(2003), "La 
DispariMon" (2002), "La Biographie De Luka Philipsen" (2000). She has provided 
diverse soundtracks including Franck Ribiere's “La Femme La Plus Assassinée Du 
Monde” , Eytan Fox's “Yossi”, and songs for TV series (Grey's Anatomy, Six Feet 
Under, Big Love). Her songs have been performed by many internaMonally 
acclaimed arMsts including David Byrne, Jane Birkin, Francoise Hardy, Anna 
Calvi, Rosa Pasos, Henri Salvador, Luz Casal and Iggy Pop. Her first Opera Red 
Waters co-wrifen with Bardi Johansson was produced by The Opera de Rouen and 
performed in 4 different Opera houses around France. Bardi and Keren Ann also 
form the band "Lady & Bird". Together they released a studioalbum "Lady & 
Bird" (2003) and an orchestral album recorded with the Icelandic 
SymphonyOrchestra "La Ballad Of Lady & Bird" (2009).  
Keren Ann was named Chevalier De L'ordre Des Arts Et Des Lefres in April 2012 
and Officier De L’Ordre Des Arts Et Des Lefres in September 2017.	She 
currently lives in Paris, France.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For further information please contact:  

Elinor Milchan or Keren Ann Zeidel:  

Elinor1@icloud.com / kerenann@kerenann.com  

www.elinorartworks.com / www.kerenann.com 

 


